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Acknowledgment

of Country
In the spirit of reconciliation, I acknowledge the 

Traditional Custodians of country throughout 

Australia and their connections to land, waters 

and community. I pay respect to their elders past, 

present and emerging, and extend that respect 

to all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

peoples today.
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The emergence of LifeX as the new ‘contract’ between 

employees and organisations 

Energy ‘diminishers’ and ‘amplifiers’ – in your context

A few data points to set the scene  

Agenda
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Trust in companies to do the 

right thing for society:

in 2020 in 2022/3

Energy
Percentage of ‘energised employees’ has 

dropped significantly.

Trust up – Energy not
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Data overload 

every single day

than 25 years ago
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The employee experience is … often falling short

S TRATE GI C  CONFUS ION

Often employees do not have a clear 
sense of where their organisation is 
headed

INE FFIC IE N T OP E RATIONS

Some are held up by red tape when 
trying to get their work done

UNCE RTAIN  FUTURE

Many are unsure about their future 
employment and available career 
paths
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build for 
employability

Meet future work needs 
with a skills-based 
organisation

deliver on
total
well-being

Nurture a healthy 
workforce with 
benefits that matter

work in
partnership

Create equitable, 
transparent and 
rewarding partnerships

reset for
relevance

Build resilience by leading 
with values and an 
adaptive design

harness 
collective 
energy

Unlock potential  
with human-centered
work environments



51% 
“When I consider the Future of Work, 

I believe it will be balanced; that work will 
be redesigned to allow time for family, 
hobbies, work, health and learning.”
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What people want from work fundamentally has not changed; how 
they want to engage with work has

Past Focus:

Retain

Past Focus:

Motivate
Current Focus:

Recover / Grow
Emerging Focus:

Energise

Basic Needs: 

Pay, Benefits, Security

Workers are assets

to be retained

Pay and benefits 

for time and output

Psychological Needs:

Achievement, Camaraderie, Equity

Employees are assets to be 

acquired and optimised

Broader set of rewards (pay, benefits, 

career, experiences) in exchange for 

organisational engagement 

Fulfilment Needs: 

Purpose, Impact, Growth

Human-led, 

Technology enabled

People and machines work together 

for maximum value creation

Healthy experiences in                     

exchange for a commitment                        

to organisational renewal

Well-Being Needs: 

Choice, Contribution, Sustainability

Human-centered, 

Partnership built

People across the talent ecosystem 

partner to build sustainable systems

Total rewards that include flexibility 

in return for broader choices and 

the promise of continued relevance 

Loyalty contract
(transactional)

Engagement contract
(work and workplace centered)

Thrive contract
(whole person consideration)

Lifestyle contract
(LifeX – life experience)
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Menti

What comes to your mind when 

you think about energy at work?
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Energy 

The strength and vitality
required for sustained physical 

or mental activity. 

Oxford Dictionary



Harnessing organisational energy

The extent to which an 

organisation has mobilised

its emotional, cognitive 

and behavioural potential
to pursue its goals.

Intensity – the degree to 

which the emotional, cognitive and 

behavioural potential is activated.

Quality – the extent to which 

emotional, cognitive and behavioural 

forces align with organisational 

goals and purpose.

Bruch and Vogel (2011 and 2022): How great leaders boost their organisation’s energy and ignite high performance. Harvard Bus iness Review Press. 15



Organisational Energy Matrix 

Source: Bruch and Vogel (2022)

QUALITY

Low

Moderate

High

Negative Positive

IN
T

E
N

S
IT

Y

Corrosive Energy Productive Energy

Resigned Inertia Comfortable Energy

INTENSITY – the 

degree to which the 

emotional, cognitive and 

behavioural potential is 

activated.

QUALITY – the 

extent to which emotional, 

cognitive and behavioural 

forces align with 

organisational goals.
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Where are you predominantly operating at the moment? 

QUALITY

Low

Moderate

High

Negative Positive

IN
T

E
N

S
IT

Y

Corrosive Energy Productive Energy

Resigned Inertia Comfortable Energy
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Navigating your organisation’s ‘energy grid’
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Navigating your “energy grid” – some examples 

• Inconsistent OD and inefficient internal and external stakeholder 
& change management

• Limited cross-BU / cross-function / market / partner input

• Lack of attention / action on diversity and equity matters in
hiring, acquisitions, well-being and internal pay / promotions

• Org design that supports value creation, enabled by frictionless 
technology

• Networked partnerships with strong interface design / voice

• Governance of career velocity and clarity on the impact of 
AI/tech on skills, jobs & future employability

• Lack of complementarity of skills and experiences to
deliver outcomes

• Over-emphasis on either short-term or long-term objectives 

• Ego-centred leadership and siloed-mentality gone unchecked –
more ‘takers’ than ‘connectors’

• Job security is shaken through poor messaging / coaching

• Job and work design allows little time or rhythm to recharge and 

forward think / create beyond current job

• Clear team purpose with metrics that support multi-stakeholder 
success (total well-being and work)

• Diverse teams with complementary skills aligned around a value 

proposition and ways of working (rhythm / practices)

• ‘Connectors’ are valued & supported to leverage networks inside 
& outside of the organization

• Deep understanding of individual’s “sources of joy and energy”

(incl. purpose) in their context

• Action taken to align individual’s skills /contribution / passions to 
enhance their LifeX

Energy Diminisher Energy Amplifier
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Discussion in groups  

What are your experiences with 

energy amplifiers and diminishers

• in your work? 

• in your organisation? 



Lab mindset

Choice

2
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Partner, Organisation & 

Workforce Transformation 

Ephraim Patrick

Email: 

ephraim.patrick@mercer.com

Find us on LinkedIn:

Self-Assessment Tool

Let’s stay connected


